Motivational relevance can prioritize information for memory encoding and consolidation based on reward value. In this review, we pinpoint the possible psychological and neural mechanisms by which reward promotes learning, from guiding attention to enhancing memory consolidation. We then discuss how reward value can spill-over from one conditioned stimulus to a non-conditioned stimulus. Such generalization can occur across perceptually similar items or through more complex relations, such as associative or logical inferences. Existing evidence suggests that the neurotransmitter dopamine boosts the formation of declarative memory for rewarded information and may also control the generalization of reward values. In particular, temporally-correlated activity in the hippocampus and in regions of the dopaminergic circuit may mediate value-based decisions and facilitate cross-item integration. Given the importance of generalization in learning, our review points to the need to study not only how reward affects later memory but how learned reward values may generalize to related representations and ultimately alter memory structure.
Introduction
Memory is increasingly viewed as an open-ended process that builds on the associative scaffolding of existing knowledge . New memories are often incorporated into existing representations of past experience, so that memory consolidation and retrieval also serve to reactivate and update memory networks (McKenzie and Eichenbaum, 2011; Scimeca and Badre, 2012) , some of which may organize into mental schemas (Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013 ; see also Box 2). As a result, declarative memory representations may also become more abstract, integrating information across multiple sensory and semantic dimensions.
Through all these processes, memories with an affective relevance are selectively prioritized and better protected from forgetting, compared to emotionally-neutral memories (Mather and Sutherland, 2011; Talmi, 2013) . While a lot is known about the mechanisms promoting aversive (i.e. punishment-predicting) learning, notably thanks to research using variations of the classical fear conditioning paradigm, the impact of rewarding factors on memory processes has received comparatively less attention. However, as we review here, some evidence has recently accumulated to explain how reward may interact with memory formation and underlying neural plasticity.
Below, we provide general definitions for memory systems and reward motivation. Then, we focus on data illustrating that reward modulates attention and memory formation, to a degree dependent on individual traits, such as for example, sensation seeking (Section 2). In the second part, we describe research showing that reward value can generalize to new information, and affect learning and memory (Section 3). The review thus integrates data from the human behavioral and brain imaging literature to propose a comprehensive view on how reward motivation influences memory, with emphasis on declarative memory. Effects of reward on perceptual (Roelfsema et al., 2010) and motor learning (Wickens et al., 2003) are beyond the scope of the present review, as is memory modulation by fear and fear learning, which have been covered elsewhere (see e.g. Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011) . We also discuss findings from animal experiments to better characterize the neural mechanisms underlying memory enhancement and generalization observed in human studies.
To our knowledge, this is the first effort to integrate the far-reaching effects of reward motivation on learning that span phenomena never considered together before, including -among others -value generalization through perceptual similarity or various forms of associative learning, as well as the impact of reward motivation transfer in memory recollection and transformation. We end with a brief consideration of potential implications of future research on the generalization of rewarded information in the field of education.
Declarative memory
Declarative memory, further divided into episodic and semantic memory, refers to the capacity to consciously remember past experiences, facts and concepts, and in humans is verifiable through verbal report (Tulving, 1972 ; see Box 1) . It has long been known that the medial temporal lobe (MTL) system (comprising the hippocampus, the dentate gyrus and the subicular complex, together with the entorhinal, perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices; Squire et al., 2007) is necessary for the formation, consolidation, and retrieval of declarative memories (Cohen et al., 1997; Eichenbaum, 2004; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Squire, 1992) . Although declarative memory studies often focus on the learning of independent facts, the MTL system is also involved in relational encoding wherein separate episodic elements are bound into an integrated memory trace (Davachi, 2006) . The MTL is also essential for the transfer of learned rules such as making correct inferences for novel combinations of previously learned information (Myers et al., 2003) . More and more evidence shows that the hippocampus may not only represent spatiotemporal contexts, but also the relationships between internal motivational states, the external environment, and actions, thus coordinating motivation and memory to guide behavior (Baudonnat et al., 2013; Kennedy and Shapiro, 2009; Wimmer and Shohamy, 2011) .
By contrast, other types of non-declarative long-term memory, such as skill learning, habit formation, incremental stimulusresponse learning, do not appear to require the MTL system (Corkin, 1968; Knowlton et al., 1994) and have traditionally been associated with the reinforcement learning function of the basal ganglia, and particularly the dorsolateral striatum in rodents (which corresponds to the caudate and putamen in humans; . Data, however, suggest that these two memory systems interact in either a synergistic or competitive manner (Gheysen et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2011; Sadeh et al., 2011; Schott et al., 2006; Seger et al., 2011) , depending on task demands (Delgado and Dickerson, 2012; Packard and Goodman, 2012; Poldrack and Foerde, 2008) . Specifically, the declarative memory system involves the MTL cooperating with the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013) , and enables instance learning, the extraction and application of underlying associative or categorical rules (generalization) to new instances, as well as retrieval of ensuing episodic and semantic memories (Hoscheidt et al., 2010) . The second non-declarative learning system allows for rapid, feedback-based learning of patterns predicting reward, via the recruitment of the basal ganglia (Delgado and Dickerson, 2012; Poldrack and Foerde, 2008) , and is essential for habit learning (Liljeholm and O'Doherty, 2012; Schwabe and Wolf, 2013; Smith and Graybiel, 2013) . Both systems are capable of some form of associative learning and generalization, and increasing evidence points toward the collaboration between them in post-encoding episodic memory registration (Ben-Yakov and Dudai, 2011) and retrieval (Scimeca and Badre, 2012) . Since the exact nature of this interaction is not known, below we consider reward-related modulations of declarative memory and other aspects of behavior separately (Section 3).
Although memory formation does not follow a strict step-wise sequence (Nadel et al., 2012) , the later description of how reward motivation affects memory refers to distinct processes, as proposed by Nadel et al. (2012) : (1) encoding, (2) consolidation, (3) recollection (which may lead to reconsolidation, update or disruption of memory), and (4) later transformation.
Box 1: Terminology
Declarative memory: memories that can be declared; that is, they have a propositional truth value (events or facts) and are normally associated with conscious recall. They are distinct from procedural (non-declarative) memories such as skill learning, which cannot be verbalized and are often expressed unconsciously (Van Kesteren et al., 2012) .
Generalization vs. Transfer. In the perceptual and skill learning domain, generalization refers to the process leading to the ability to recognize commonalities between what was previously learned and what is presented in a new situation, which may require rule abstraction. Generalization is typically assessed by training an organism on separate items or events that share one or several common features, and then testing whether the organism demonstrates knowledge about the relation between the items or events. Generalization occurs in the sensory domain (e.g. category learning), or involves more complex relations (transitive or associative inference). Generalization can stem from integrative encoding that occurs while experiencing events that partially overlap with previously encoded events, and purportedly depends on the hippocampus and the midbrain dopaminergic neurons (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) . Generalization of conditioned response is gauged in transfer tests which measure the response or selection rate for new exemplars of stimuli which resemble stimuli that have previously been conditioned. Results from such experiments can be illustrated by a stimulus generalization gradient which describes the rate at which the conditioned response declines as the stimulus is changed (along some discriminative dimension) from the CS+ to CS−. While in this sense transfer test is a method to verify generalization, in educational psychology, transfer, is the ability to apply learned knowledge to new situations. Transfer from the trained task to other even very similar tasks is generally an exception rather than the rule (Green and Bavelier, 2008) .
Learning is the process of acquiring new or modifying existing knowledge, skills, behaviors or preferences (Schacter et al., 2010) . Associative learning as well as declarative memory formation involve instance learning (encoding), followed by consolidation processes, resulting in a durable memory trace that can be accessed at some later time (retrieval). If the instance can be linked to existing knowledge, generalization may take place (at encoding or at a later stage of the memory formation process; Zeithamova et al., 2012) , whereby the instance is bound to perceptually, contextually, or semantically similar items.
Motivation is a state of desire or energy to carry out a certain action, triggered by intrinsic or extrinsic factors (Pennartz et al., 2011) . Motivation enhances performance and learning and is typically accompanied by increased arousal. In psychology, instrumental value is the object of extrinsic motivation, such as for example obtaining food or praise. Extrinsic motivation thus refers to doing something because it yields a tangible outcome (such as a rewarding gift) (Ryan and Deci, 2000) . Very high extrinsic incentives may lead to "overmotivation" which undermines the beneficial effects of motivation and bears resemblance to loss-avoidance behavior (Chib et al., 2012; Mobbs et al., 2009) , also related to activity in the ventral striatum. Intrinsic motivation refers to the drive to pursue goals that lead to a personal sense of competence and autonomy, providing inherent satisfaction and enjoyment (Ryan and Deci, 2000) .
Reward (reinforcement) learning is an associative learning (conditioning) procedure in which the behavior is followed by a positive event. As a consequence, the behavior increases in strength, i.e. the rate and/or vigor of responding are increased (Bouton, 2007) .
Rewards are considered as stimuli that positively reinforce behavior (Schultz, 2006) and that induce "wanting"-an energized state of motivation that affects performance and reward consumption . Similarly to the "seeking disposition" (Alcaro and Panksepp, 2011) , "wanting" involves the attribution of incentive salience. Incentive salience is proportionate to the value of an unconditional or reward-conditioned stimulus (cue) that captures attention, and triggers "wanting". Recognition of a reward results in reward anticipatory response. Reward processing involves the mesolimbic dopaminergic system (Flagel et al., 2011;  see main text, Section 2).
Schemas, in the memory domain, are considered as knowledge frameworks that capture regular patterns in the environment by abstracting information across experiences (Bartlett, 1932) and represent features common to multiple different events while discarding idiosyncratic details . A schema is therefore an organized set of concepts that forms a unit of knowledge that can be invoked when experiencing a triggering object or event. Once activated, the schema will lead to a set of expectations about the object or event. A schema can assimilate a new memory that largely conforms to its expectations, potentially distorting details of the memory. Alternately, a schema can be modified to accommodate new memories that strongly contradict it (Lewis and Durrant, 2011) .
Reward motivation
Animals and humans are endowed with at least two basic motivational tendencies, namely approach and withdrawal, whose respective activation is associated with positive and negative affective states often referred to as 'rewards' and 'punishments' (Alcaro and Panksepp, 2011) . Despite their opposing effects on behavior, the two mechanisms are thought to be mediated by distinct but largely interconnected neural pathways, encompassing limbic and mesolimbic circuits (Alcaro and Panksepp, 2011; Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b ) (see Section 2).
Here, we will mainly focus on the approach tendency and define motivation as a state of desire or energy to carry out a certain action, triggered by intrinsic or extrinsic factors (Pennartz et al., 2011) . Reward motivation entails the attribution of incentive salience and/or value, which has been summarized by Berridge and Robinson (2003) as cue-triggered 'wanting' (see Box 1) .
In the next sections, we report how distinct mechanisms of reward motivation can enhance learning and memory (Section 2), and then show how reward motivation can generalize or 'spill-over' to later behavior and affect learning (Section 3).
Reward motivation promotes learning and memory
Motivation and memory guide adaptive behaviors. Motivational states direct goals, while memory can inform decision making and actions by recalling information on when and how goals had been obtained or not in the past. Memorizing the pursuit and outcome of motivated actions is therefore important for future choices and underlies optimal adaptation to an ever-changing environment. Reward or motivational relevance can prioritize information in memory based on relative novelty and reward value via dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the amygdala to the striatum and the hippocampus (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b; Lisman and Grace, 2005 ) (see Fig. 1 ). Moreover, motivational salience can be reinstated to some degree every time a previously rewarded memory is retrieved (Luo et al., 2011) .
In Pavlovian reward conditioning, the value of a reward (for instance, a drop of juice or one dollar) and central and peripheral reactions associated with reward-delivery are transferred to the sensory stimulus (cue) that reliably predicts the reward (Martin-Soelch et al., 2007) . Recent evidence from an optogenetic study in rats showed that the mere stimulation of dopaminergic neurons Fig. 1 . Schema of anatomical brain substrates involved in memory modulation by reward. (A) Functional roles of brain substrates as found primarily in animal studies. Memory enhancement is produced by dopaminergic activity projecting from the SN/VTA to the hippocampus (the upward arc), where dopamine has been shown to modulate plasticity (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b) . The downward arc of the hippocampal-VTA loop, extending from the hippocampus to the subiculum, the nucleus accumbens and pallidum, down to the VTA, is activated by motivational importance of novel information (Lisman and Grace, 2005) . In addition to the downward arc, there is an indirect projection from the hippocampus to the VTA (Luo et al., 2011) . The integration of inputs to the VTA takes place in the ventral striatum. This input combines information about current motivational goals and task set from the PFC (mPFC in rats, vmPFC in humans, see Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b as well as Rushworth et al., 2011 about the role of PFC), sensory stimulus properties from BLA/hippocampus, and the context of the memory from the hippocampus (Pennartz et al., 2011) , and serves to either promote or inhibit goal-directed behaviors (Schultz, 2010) . PFC participates in memory consolidation by assimilating new information with existing mental schemas (Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013) , while emotional arousal can bias memory processing via connections between the amygdala and the hippocampus. The amygdala facilitates responding to Pavlovian stimuli by modulating dopamine signals within the core of the nucleus accumbens (Everitt et al., 1991; Jones et al., 2010; Mahler and Berridge, 2009) . It is also implicated in switching between goal-directed learning mediated by the MTL and goal-independent habit learning in the basal ganglia. Abbreviations: SN/VTA-substantia nigra/ventral tegmental area; vmPFC-ventro-medial prefrontal cortex; BLA-baso-lateral amygdala; MTL-medial temporal lobe. (B) Regions from A displayed on a human brain anatomical representation in the VTA/substantia nigra (SN) at the time of reward delivery leads to learning about the predictive value of the preceding cue (Steinberg et al., 2013) . Thus, at least in the rat, the firing of dopaminergic neurons is sufficient to produce a teaching signal that results in reinforcement learning. Activity of dopaminergic neurons may actually serve as a critical signal causing goals to become 'wanted' in the sense of motivating actions to achieve them (Berridge, 2012; Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b) and driving explorative and approach behaviors, as well as instilling a feeling of anticipatory excitement, or a 'seeking disposition' (Alcaro and Panksepp, 2011) .
In more detail, while phasic dopamine increases originating from the VTA indicate cue-triggered response to reward availability (Schultz, 2010 (Schultz, , 2007 , tonic dopamine levels (minutes to hours), which for example increase during the exploration of novel stimuli, have been suggested to play a role in response vigor (Niv et al., 2007) and overall level of motivation (Ikemoto, 2007; Kaplan and Oudeyer, 2007) . Similarly, a delay of reward by several seconds induces a prolongation of both prefrontal dopamine release and reward expectation-related activity in orbitofrontal and striatal neurons (Schultz, 2007) , which may be another mechanism for extending the anticipatory excitement in time.
In addition, the interaction between amygdala and the ventral striatum can endow a cue with additional incentive salience (Mahler and Berridge, 2012; Mahler and Berridge, 2009 ). The amygdala can selectively increase or decrease the relative value of conditioned stimuli (Bermudez and Schultz, 2010) and provide reward assessment which incorporates reinforcement contingencies (Haber and Knutson, 2010; Morrison and Salzman, 2010; Paton et al., 2006) . Below we report how reward motivation, associated arousal and the activation of the mesolimbic dopaminergic system influence attention and memory consolidation. We also make a mention of the possible co-involvement of noradrenaline and serotonin in reward memory and describe how individual differences influence the response to reward.
Reward anticipation incites arousal
Behavioral arousal, a common feature of positive and negative reinforcement and novelty, is associated with release of noradrenaline (Sara, 2009 ). In rats, Locus Coeruleus (LC) neurons respond with phasic bursts to both reward and punishment, and to any changes in stimulus-reinforcement contingencies (for example, during extinction or reversal) (Sara, 2009 ). However, while noradrenaline contributes to reward-related invigoration, it is not directly involved in behavioral choice in a reinforcement learning task, unlike the dopaminergic neurons (Glimcher, 2011) . Most recently, electrophysiological recordings in behaving monkeys demonstrated that the firing of LC noradrenergic neurons increased with both pupil dilation and effort production in relation to the energization of behavior (Varazzani et al., 2015) . At the same time, dopaminergic neurons in the SN pars compacta encoded the expected reward, and their signal decreased in proportion to anticipated effort, which increased the likelihood of the monkey choosing to forgo the trial (Varazzani et al., 2015) .
Since noradrenergic and dopaminergic neurons respond to similar environmental stimuli, noradrenaline and dopamine are released simultaneously in some brain areas, such as the frontal cortex, where they act together to modulate network activity (Sara, 2009 ). In addition, there are reciprocal connections between the two systems and potential release of dopamine from noradrenaline terminals has been suggested (Werlen and Jones, 2015) . For example, LC activation elicits burst firing in the VTA, resulting in dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens (NAc). LC activation, also via reciprocal projections, affects neurons in the PFC that project indirectly to the VTA. Importantly, the only major region that does not receive input from the LC are the basal ganglia (Sara, 2009) , thus precluding a direct role of noradrenaline in motor action selection.
In humans, the effects of arousal on memory are selective and are mediated by ␤-adrenoreceptors in the amygdala which purportedly helps detect salient information and recruits the LC when activated (Mather et al., 2015) . Like dopamine, noradrenaline modulates memory formation by promoting long-term potentiation (LTP) through these receptors in the amygdala and the hippocampus (Mather et al., 2015; Sara, 2009 ). Noradrenaline release could thus influence hippocampus-dependent forms of memory during a limited post-learning time window (including slow-wave sleep) (Tully and Bolshakov, 2010) . In humans, Sterpenich et al. (2006) showed that emotion-induced changes in pupil response (a marker of LC activity) at encoding correlated with later correct retrieval of emotional stimuli and increased LCamygdala connectivity, thus providing indirect evidence for LC activity enhancing emotionally relevant memories.
Reward captures attention
Reward anticipation boosts incoming sensory signals related to the presented cue, irrespective of whether the perceived stimulus features are task-relevant (Sasaki et al., 2010; Seitz and Watanabe, 2005) . Hence, reward affects attention, leading to an increase in correct selection of the reward-associated target amongst other items in the environment and reduced response latency. The recruitment of the dopaminergic reward system is likely responsible for a change in the perceptual representation of stimuli paired with reward value such that these stimuli become salient and attentiondrawing (for a review see Gottlieb et al., 2014) . Noradrenaline, which enhances signal-to-noise ratio in sensory processing (Sara, 2009) , may also be engaged in this process in a state of arousal. Such reward-related attentional effects occur for low-level perceptual features, such as color, as well as for more complex stimuli like faces (Raymond and O'Brien, 2009) . As a result, the perceptual processing of reward-related cues is enhanced, increasing the probability of the latter to win the sensory competition for (e.g. visual) cortical representation when presented against a busy background scene (Vuilleumier and Driver, 2007) . Moreover, a study in monkeys showed that reward association can continue to affect the value of object representation and gaze direction even months after initial reward learning (Yasuda et al., 2012) . Similarly, a study in humans by Anderson et al. (2011) demonstrated that increased attentional capture by items made salient due to previous reward pairing may persist after a delay of several days. In the experiment, the participants first went through a reinforcement learning phase where they searched for a green or red target among six circles on a display and obtained monetary reward for correctly reporting the orientation of a line segment inside the circle. In a subsequent unrewarded test phase, their task was to search for an oddball square shape in a display of distracter circles, one of which was rendered green or red on half of the trials. The presence of a highly rewarded circular distractor slowed the reaction times when tested immediately as well as at a delay of 4-21 days, and the magnitude of this effect correlated negatively with visual working memory capacity and positively with trait impulsivity. The latter observation suggests that individual differences in reward sensitivity (discussed further in Section 2.4) affect attentional capture by the reward-signaling stimulus. Faster recognition and behavioral response to reward-predicting cues -in contrast to other cues -is also reflected in the adaptation of the BOLD response. In a neuroimaging study, Zweynert et al. (2011) showed faster suppression of BOLD signal in response to repeated presentations of reward-predictive visual cues in the hippocampus and in ventral visual regions, consistent with a rapid adaptive neural response to rewarded stimuli. Finally, attentional capture by stimuli endowed with incentive salience may contravene the intentional strategy to ignore them in a task where such behavior is actually detrimental to performance (Hickey et al., 2010) . Such interference by the salient cue can, for example, lead to slower reaction times (Anderson et al., 2011; Hickey et al., 2010) , as well as impaired conflict resolution, demonstrated in the Strooptype task with rewarded and non-rewarded stimuli (Krebs et al., 2011b) .
Role of dopamine in learning and memory consolidation
Both the anticipation and the consumption of reward influence learning through mechanisms converging in the ventral and dorsal striatum (Pennartz et al., 2011) and involving the release of dopamine. Dopamine neurons are found mainly in the VTA and the neighboring substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) (D'Ardenne et al., 2008; Fields et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2011) . The dopaminergic signal in the VTA reflects the valence of the feedback received (rewarding or punishing), and the degree to which the feedback was expected, referred to as "prediction error" (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b , 2010c Schultz, 2010) . Activity in these dopaminergic neurons signals that a subject's estimate of the value of current and future events is in error and indicates the magnitude of this error (Glimcher, 2011) . VTA neurons also project to the hippocampus, where dopamine supports plasticity leading to enhanced memory consolidation ( Fig. 1 , see Section 3.2.3). Dopaminergic firing often co-occurs with predictive cue presentation, and it has been suggested that it modulates learning by increasing instrumental response vigor (Robbins and Everitt, 2007) or by facilitating the capacity to extract new information from training trials; enhancing memory selectivity and consolidation after learning; and improving performance at a later time (Berridge, 2007) .
In their seminal paper, Lisman and Grace (2005) described how dopamine enacts its neuromodulatory role on the hippocampus and how this leads to better episodic memory through a hippocampal-VTA loop (see Fig. 1 ). Dopaminergic neurotransmission from the VTA to the ventral striatum (specifically, the nucleus accumbens) regulates reinforcement learning (Dayan and Balleine, 2002; Fields et al., 2007) but is also important for hippocampal memory consolidation, which begins at the time of encoding. Specifically, dopamine receptor activation in hippocampal neurons lowers the threshold for long-term potentiation (LTP) and enhances protein synthesis within the dendrites of these neurons (Smith et al., 2005) , which is necessary for the maintenance of LTP -the so-called late LTP -in hippocampal area CA1 (Huang and Kandel, 1995) . Animal studies suggest that hippocampal memory consolidation may actually critically depend on hippocampal dopamine receptor activation around the time of encoding (Bethus et al., 2010; O'Carroll et al., 2006) as studies on hippocampal place cells indicate their involvement in hippocampal place field formation, stability and remapping to environmental novelty (Werlen and Jones, 2015) .
Activating the SN/VTA by reward motivation should therefore enhance hippocampal-dependent episodic memory for information encoded at the time of reward anticipation, and this improvement should be small with short delays when early LTP is present, but comparatively large at longer delays after late LTP has been sustained for selected memory traces (12 h after memory acquisition, Caroni et al., 2014; Lisman et al., 2011) . Importantly, the memory-stabilizing effect of dopamine extends to other information encoded when dopamine is available, a phenomenon also referred to as the 'penumbra hypothesis' (Lisman et al., 2011) . The hypothesis predicts that once dopamine availability is enhanced, any encoded information will benefit from preferential consolidation, regardless of the actual trigger of the dopamine release (Lisman et al., 2011) , and initial evidence from rodent (Ballarini et al., 2009; and human (Fenker et al., 2008; Wittmann et al., 2011) data points out that it may indeed be so. Boosts in dopamine availability at encoding thus result in memory being more stable and better protected from forgetting, an effect that may predominantly arise at long (>24 h) but not short time intervals after learning, highlighting the role of memory consolidation processes and sleep in dopaminergic modulation of memory traces (See Box 2 on the role of sleep in consolidation; Perogamvros and Schwartz, 2012).
Box 2: Role of sleep in the consolidation and generalization of rewarded memories
The role of sleep in memory consolidation as well as generalization is well established (Rasch and Born, 2013; Stickgold and Walker, 2013) . In reward memory formation, dopamine, in addition to enabling late-LTP, contributes to offline consolidation processes that continue after a stimulus-stimulus or stimulus-response learning and help better remember the learned association (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010; Wimber et al., 2011) . Rodent research revealed that rewarded memories may be spontaneously reactivated during sleep, with a coordinated replay of neuronal activity in the hippocampus and in the striatum during slow-wave sleep Pennartz et al., 2009) . Moreover, generation of outcome predictions is proposed to rely on synaptic plasticity mechanisms boosted during slow-wave sleep (SWS) ). Thus, reward does not only support memory consolidation by increasing neuroplasticity in the hippocampus via dopamine release at encoding, but also by potentiating selective replay during sleep after encoding (Singer and Frank, 2009) , recently confirmed also by optogenetic stimulation of mouse dopamine VTA-dorsal hippocampus pathway at encoding which enhanced spatial memory and increased reactivation of the stimulated neurons during sharp-wave ripples in post-encoding sleep (McNamara et al., 2014) . In fact in humans, reward association or expectation has been shown to boost sleep-related gains in memory (Fischer and Born, 2009; Oudiette et al., 2013; Wilhelm et al., 2011; Igloi et al. 2015) . Reward circuits may play a role not only in selective memory consolidation during sleep, but also in the generation of dreams. The Reward Activation Model (Perogamvros and Schwartz, 2012) proposes that phasic VTA dopamine signaling during REM sleep favors the off-line replay of recent memory traces during this sleep stage. Accordingly, the activation of the mesolimbic-DA reward system during sleep would prioritize information with high emotional or motivational relevance for (re)processing during sleep and dreaming and may also be responsible for the generation of the motivational content of dreams. Several studies suggest that sleep facilitates the formation of connections between related items, thus facilitating the emergence of logical inference, generalization of learned rules to a new situation, or insight about an unknown relationship in the previously learned information (Ellenbogen et al., 2007; Lewis and Durrant, 2011; Stickgold and Walker, 2013; Wagner et al., 2004) . Sleep may also be important for the formation of 'mental schemas' -frameworks that capture regular patterns in occurrences by abstracting information across experiences (Bartlett, 1932 ) -which could emerge through the replay of overlapping events during SWS (Lewis and Durrant, 2011) . In line with a computational model of memory by Kumaran and McClelland (2012) which suggests the engagement of the prefrontal cortex in the formation of schemas, the mPFC in the rat (and presumably the vmPFC in humans) receives projections from the anterior hippocampus and accumulates information about the context of interrelated memories thus facilitating the retrieval of context-bound memories as well as the assimilation of new memories into pre-existing networks of knowledge (Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; Fig. 1) .
Note that the concentration of dopaminergic terminals in hippocampus is relatively low when compared to the striatum or PFC (Fields et al., 2007; Werlen and Jones, 2015) . Dopamine neurons densely innervate the striatum, the amygdala and the frontal cortex, while according to some anatomical studies in the rat, only ∼15% of VTA and SN neurons that project to the hippocampus are dopaminergic (Fields et al., 2007; Gasbarri et al., 1994) . This raises the possibility that hippocampal dopamine may also stem from sources other than the SN, such as the LC itself (Smith and Greene, 2012) , because dopaminergic and noradrenergic systems are uniquely intertwined in hippocampal circuits (see Section 2.1). As a precursor of noradrenaline, dopamine is contained in all noradrenergic fibers and could be released at noradrenergic terminals from the LC which are numerous in the hippocampus (Werlen and Jones, 2015) .
Reward related areas are also strongly interconnected with serotonergic neurons. Serotonergic neurons project to neurons in the mesolimbic dopamine system, especially in the NAc, and regulate dopamine transmission via different serotonin receptor subtypes (Kranz et al., 2010) . However, both increasing and decreasing effects of serotonin on reward have been reported (Kranz et al., 2010) and, in contrast to dopamine, serotonin does not appear to be critically involved in hippocampal memory formation (Thomas, 2015; Werlen and Jones, 2015) . Several theories proposed that serotonin signals "punishment prediction error" as an opponent to dopamine (Cools et al., 2011; Doya, 2002) , however recent evidence does not support this proposal. A study in behaving monkeys (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010a) showed that in contrast to dopaminergic neurons in the SN, dorsal raphe-nucleus neurons' activity is modulated before and after reward delivery by expected and received reward values. One study in humans showed that serotonin depletion affected the discounting of delayed rewards, whereby small immediate monetary reward was preferred over a larger but delayed one . Subsequently, it has been suggested that the same serotonin systems are engaged in waiting for rewards as well as in delaying responding to avoid punishment, i.e. passive avoidance (Faulkner and Deakin, 2014) . Therefore, serotonin released by dorsal raphe nucleus may provide an anticipatory signal for both rewarding and punishing motivational outcomes (Rygula et al., 2014) . At the same time, serotonergic effects on hippocampus are indirect and intricate. Depending on the type of receptor, serotonin agonists may increase or decrease memory performance in laboratory animals and many of these effects also involve the modification of cholinergic, dopaminergic, GABAergic or glutamatergic transmission (Seyedabadi et al., 2014) . In human experiments, central serotonin depletion impairs the encoding, delayed but not immediate recall, as well as delayed recall of source episodic memory in a verbal learning task. However, it does not impair spatial memory nor does it affect spatial episodic or general declarative memory (Mendelsohn et al., 2009) . In sum, while serotonin does not appear to play a clear role in reward memory formation, and because noradrenaline mainly enhances sensory processing and general invigoration (Section 2.1), we consider that the type of reward-induced modulation of declarative memory discussed in the remaining part of the review is primarily caused by dopamine release.
In human fMRI studies, reward delivery and anticipation as well as the co-activation of the VTA have notably been associated with hippocampal memory enhancement, evident upon immediate testing for incidentally learned visual scenes (Wittmann et al., 2005;  in purple, Fig. 2A ) or visual paired associates (Wolosin et al., 2012) , as well as in delayed (24 h to 3 weeks) recognition memory tests (Adcock et al., 2006;  in green, Fig. 2A ). Furthermore, data suggest that the interaction of VTA and hippocampus during encoding may contribute to the generalization of item associations (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008;  in light blue, Fig. 2A ), implying that dopamine also supports the hippocampus in learning predictive rules and developing inference (see Section 3.2.2). Also consistent with Lisman & Grace's model (Lisman and Grace, 2005) , novelty may trigger dopamine release, which in itself immediately boosts the consolidation of memory traces of novel stimuli (Krebs et al., 2011a; Lisman et al., 2011; Schott et al., 2004) . Novelty may actually interact with reward motivation to additively enhance ventral striatal representation of reward for novel items ( Schott et al., 2004) . Response to novel and rewarded items, compared to rewarded but familiar ones, correlated with an increase in functional connectivity of the medial SN/VTA with mesolimbic regions, including the NAc and the hippocampus (Krebs et al., 2011a,b) . A recent study additionally demonstrated that increase of cerebral dopamine by pharmacological manipulation led to reduction in neuronal repetition suppression within the hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex, and substantia nigra/ventral tegmental area, the degree of which was correlated with recognition memory performance 24 h later (Bunzeck et al., 2014) , confirming the dominant role of dopamine in novelty-induced memory enhancement.
Although some human studies found effects of reward on immediate memory (Wolosin et al., 2012) , there is also evidence that these effects may preferentially emerge after a period of time is allowed for consolidation (Adcock et al., 2006) . Using monetary reward cues on one set of line drawings, Wittmann et al. (2005) showed that memory was significantly better for rewarded than non-rewarded drawings when tested three weeks after encoding, but not upon immediate testing. Successful recognition of reward-predicting drawings was linked to increased activation of the hippocampus and VTA during initial encoding. A study by Murayama and Kuhbandner (2011) also suggested that reward has an enhancing effect on long-term retention but not on immediate declarative memory. The authors used trivia questions the answer to which was either rewarded with a small monetary reward or not. Results of the test conducted 10 min after the quiz showed no difference between the two conditions (possibly due to ceiling effects in recall as the participants achieved ∼80% accuracy rate). One week later, however, average recall of the answers was significantly higher for the initially rewarded answers compared to the non-rewarded condition. These accounts confirm that the effect of reward on declarative memory may enhance long-term retention, consistent with the role of dopamine in controlling late-LTP and long-term memory storage (Rossato et al., 2009 ).
In sum, reward motivation may have distinct effects for short and long-term memory, with more pronounced differences coming into light at longer retention intervals that include off-line replay (Box 2), which favorably protects reward-linked memories from forgetting (Abe et al., 2011) .
Individual differences in reward sensitivity
As pointed out by Berridge (2007) , individuals may differ in their relative response to the type or amount of reward offered in the experiment. Consequently, also the effects of reward on memory enhancement may depend on its magnitude or selectivity. The response depends on the perceived or anticipated value of the reward given the current state of the organism (e.g. hungry/satiated; 'marginal utility'; Schultz et al., 2008) . For instance, the magnitude of the response of the NAc to the delivery of the highest monetary reward in a given task (5 dollars) correlated with the individuals' reported happiness during anticipation of the reward (Knutson et al., 2001) . Clithero et al. (2011) measured relative individual motivation level for 2 types of rewards as a ratio of reaction time on trials with the preferred reward (e.g. candy bars) relative to the other non-preferred reward (e.g. money). This index was found to be proportional to the BOLD response of the NAc and anterior insula (Clithero et al., 2011 )-a region integrating representations of feeling states and uncertainty with individual attitudes (Tobler et al., 2007) , such as risk aversion (Singer et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, not only dopamine signaling of relative incentive salience but also the concurrently formed memory traces are stronger when the reward cue is particularly sought for, as illustrated by the example of human participants who were able to remember images of food with higher accuracy if encoded in hungry as compared to satiated state (Morris and Dolan, 2001) .
This subjective valuation of an extrinsic reward also depends on individual preferences as well as personality traits and underlying genetic profiles (Cohen et al., 2005; Hahn et al., 2009) . For example, carriers of genetic polymorphisms of COMT val158met (the enzyme catechol-O-methyltransferase, responsible for the degradation of dopamine in the synaptic cleft), the Met/Met and Val/Val, show different behavior in tasks that rely on dopaminergic transmission. Individuals with the Met allele, characterized by higher availability of prefrontal dopamine, showed significantly higher reward responsiveness in a reward-based probabilistic classification task, as well as higher risk taking in the Balloon analogue risk task 1 (Lancaster et al., 2012) . This genetic polymorphism was also found to be associated with better suppression of interfering memories, resulting in more efficient remembering (Wimber et al., 2011) , pinpointing the role of (prefrontal) dopamine in both reward and memory functions. In that respect, certain aspects of reward-induced approach behavior could be considered as a proxy of dopamine function in memory integration and selective consolidation. However, as we will emphasize in Section 3.3, more research is needed to examine the correlation between these two facets of dopamine function.
In rodent research, incentive salience of a Pavlovian cue is a threefold property: the cue is attractive (induces approach behavior), desired (animals work to obtain the cue), and stimulates instrumental actions (animals can learn to perform a new action to get the cued reward; Berridge and Robinson, 2003; Meyer et al., 2012; Pecina et al., 2003) . Yet, the attribution of incentive value is not always expressed by the same behavior in all rats. During appetitive conditioning, when the cues signaling the arrival of the food and the location of the food pellet are at different locations, some rats would learn to approach the location of food delivery ('goal-trackers') while others would rather approach the illuminated lever or the conditioned cue (CS+), as if such a sign had higher incentive value than the food itself ('sign-trackers', Flagel et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2012) . The latter behavior is a conditioned orienting response and indicates that incentive salience has been transferred to the cue and induces behavioral 'wanting'. It is accompanied by high phasic dopaminergic firing in the core of the NAc (Flagel et al., 2011) and relies on the centralamygdala/nigral dopamine system (El-Amamy and , which has also been implicated in attentional processes (Lee et al., 2006) . Conversely, the goal-tracking behavior does not depend on striatal dopamine (Flagel et al., 2011) . Selective breeding confirmed that animals who develop sign-tracking behavior in Pavlovian conditioning are characterized by high novelty-seeking and low self-inhibition, and exhibit particularly high dopamine release in the NAc in response to a Pavlovian cue (Flagel et al., 2011) . Appetitive memories also seem to be more difficult to extinguish and are more resistant to updating in sign-trackers than goal trackers (Olshavsky et al., 2013) .
The human analogue of these differences in reward learning is captured by Gray's Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (Gray, 1991) which proposes that the extent to which appetitive stimuli activate the Behavioral Approach System (BAS) reflects a trait reward 1 The BART is a risky decision task that involves pumping up a series of virtual balloons in order to earn reward. Balloons may be 'cashed out' to collect earnings at any time, with larger balloons yielding greater earnings. However, each additional pump increases the risk that the balloon explodes which would results in loss of all earnings for that balloon. sensitivity (for reviews see Bijttebier et al., 2009; Corr, 2004) . The BAS is conceptualized as a motivational system which primarily responds to stimuli indicating reward or non-punishment (e.g., relief, Corr, 2004) . Subjects with high behavioral approach appear to be sensitive mainly to positive outcomes and to a lesser extent to the omissions of rewards, whereas subjects with low behavioral approach display a reduced response to rewards. High BAS sensitivity scores are related to individual impulsivity and are associated with substance (alcohol, tobacco, illicit drugs) abuse in clinical populations (Franken et al., 2006) , as well as with high reactivity to alcohol cues and craving in non-clinical populations (Franken, 2002) . Neural activity during reward processing can be modulated by individual differences in impulsivity (Martin and Potts, 2004) and in the total BAS score (including sub-scales 'Drive', 'Reward Responsiveness', and 'Fun Seeking'), with a positive correlation between the total BAS and the magnitude of fMRI response in the ventral striatum and the medial orbitofrontal cortex during the receipt of reward in a monetary incentive delay task (Hahn et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2010) . This may be a sign of higher motivational salience assigned to monetary rewards in human subjects scoring high on BAS, which could be analogous to the aforementioned signtracking response in rats. Future investigations could test whether BAS scores are also related to the general and reward-modulated memory formation in humans.
Neural response to reward delivery is also modulated by other individual differences, including risk aversion (Tobler et al., 2007) and extraversion (Cohen et al., 2005) , which may be related to dopaminergic transmission. In more detail, the presence of the D2 Taq1A allele associated with fewer D2 dopamine receptors populating the reward system (and thus with lower reward sensitivity) predicted inter-subject variability in reward-delivery-related activations in the medial orbitofrontal cortex, the amygdala and NAc: extraversion correlated with greater difference in activation for receipt versus non-receipt of reward, while the carriers of the A1 allele on the dopamine D2 receptor gene displayed a significantly reduced difference (Cohen et al., 2005) . In fact, high striatal dopamine may enhance reward learning while possibly impairing learning from negative outcomes (Sharot et al., 2012) , and vice-versa for dopamine depletion (Frank, 2011) . Together, these results illustrate the role of genetic differences in dopamine receptor availability and personality traits in reward learning, however, more research is needed to verify how these may relate to the general function of dopamine in hippocampal memory formation.
All the above described differences in sensitivity to reward refer to paradigms where an extrinsic reward (usually money or food) is used. However, intrinsic motivation is another important individual factor that may bias responses to experimental reward manipulation in humans. Daniel and Pollmann (2010) found that perceived competence, which is presumed to be a predictor of intrinsic motivation, correlated with BOLD signal change in the NAc during the delivery of positive cognitive feedback (presentation of a green circle), while extrinsic motivation (as indicated by perceived pressure/tension reported in the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory; McAuley et al., 1989) predicted signal change in the NAc when monetary rewards were awarded. Similarly, Mizuno et al. (2008) showed a linear relation between academic achievement motivation scores and activity in bilateral putamen while the subjects awaited feedback in a working memory task posed as an intelligence test, suggesting that intrinsic motivation may affect reward network activity in a context-dependent manner. In tasks that deliver extrinsic rewards and thus rely on extrinsic motivation, such as a gambling task, BOLD signal in the prefrontal regions, amygdala, caudate and putamen was reduced in individuals with relatively low extrinsic but high intrinsic motivation during monetary reward delivery (Linke et al., 2010) .
Intrinsic motivation may pertain to a large variety of individual aspirations, among which 'satisfaction of curiosity' and 'novelty' may represent canonical forms of intrinsic rewards. Novelty can thus be intrinsically rewarding, especially to individuals scoring high on novelty-seeking. A positive correlation between novelty-seeking trait and the magnitude of BOLD response in the VTA was observed when novel cues were presented (Krebs et al., 2009) , and subsequent memory for the novel cue was enhanced in those individuals regardless of the monetary reward offered, indicating that both the intrinsic value of novelty and the extrinsic value of monetary reward interact through dopamine activity to modulate memory. Curiosity on its own has been demonstrated to mimic extrinsic reward anticipation and novelty. For example, Kang et al. (2009) found that curiosity is associated with higher arousal (increased pupil dilation) and elevated striatal and prefrontal BOLD activity during anticipation of the outcome (in this case, the answer to an interesting quiz question).
As alluded to above and remarkably, the impact of monetary reward on memory was found to be more pronounced if the participant has little interest in the experimental task (Murayama and Kuhbandner, 2011; Murayama et al., 2010) . Money can thus be used to boost both immediate and long-term memory for otherwise intrinsically unrewarding (uninteresting) information, but it has little effect on memory for information that is already intrinsically rewarding (Murayama and Kuhbandner, 2011) . In an extreme situation, extrinsic incentives applied to an intrinsically motivating behavior may even override the positive effects of the latter on learning and performance (Deci et al., 1999; Murayama et al., 2010) .
Paradoxically, the anticipation of high rewards may turn to be stressful and overly arousing, inducing threat of loss (Chib et al., 2012; Mobbs et al., 2009 ) and undermining potential learning gains. For example, in a foreign-language word learning experiment, Callan and Schweighofer (2008) presented Japanese participants with English words associated with either a high or low monetary reward for correct recall on a subsequent test performed several minutes later. Surprisingly, there was no significant effect of reward on recall performance. However, recall performance for highly rewarded words correlated negatively with individual state anxiety ratings, confirming that in sensitive subjects administering a test, even if highly rewarded, may also be associated with unfavorable emotional reactions, such as anxiety. High rewards may thus induce 'choking under pressure' and fear of loss (Mobbs et al., 2009) . Resulting anticipatory anxiety reduces activation in striatal regions (Callan and Schweighofer, 2008; Chib et al., 2012) and could be mediated by serotonin, which may potentially act opposingly to dopamine in reward-motivated behavior (Den Ouden et al., 2013; Kakade and Dayan, 2002) . Thus, under specific circumstances, extrinsic reward motivation can turn into punishment avoidance and impede learning. Such a switch in motivational drive may involve subcortical areas of the dopaminergic reward network where both approach and withdrawal behaviors can be initiated (Kravitz et al., 2012) .
To sum up, the degree to which reward may enhance learning and memory depends on several individual factors, including personality traits such as impulsivity, extraversion and noveltyseeking traits, the level of intrinsic motivation to perform the task, as well as physiological state and personal preferences determining the valuation of the (extrinsic) reward. Experiments with motivated encoding show that individual reward responsiveness directly affects later recall, including circumstances when extrinsic reward may actually impair learning for some individuals. However, more research is needed to examine how individual differences assessed by personality questionnaires relate to the general function of dopamine in hippocampal memory formation. Understanding this relationship could be used for, e.g., personalization of educational and learning tools.
Transfer of learned reward value
In some experimental manipulations, a generalization of conditioned reward response to stimuli that are novel or have not been directly associated with a reward is observed. This is referred to as transfer of incentive salience. Often, the generalized conditioned response is not accompanied by declarative memory enhancement but entails increased response vigor or choice bias, without awareness of the underlying indirect reward-association Shohamy, 2012, 2011) . The phenomenon can be viewed as a spreading of reward motivation to cues that do not possess any incentive value and its implications are of interest for the fields as varied as decision making and education.
Below, we describe those circumstances under which reward motivation transfers across various dimensions (perceptual similarity, common association, time, etc.) and produces biases in perception and behavior (Section 3.1) or enhances declarative memory (Section 3.2), followed by a general discussion.
Reward biases perception and behavior
One aspect of learning which has been observed to varying degrees in fear and in reward learning concerns the generalization of acquired emotional and/or motivational values from the experienced stimuli to related, but new stimuli (see Section 1.3, Box 1 and Fig. 3 ). Here, value denotes relevance in terms of a behaviorally significant outcome, which can be punishing or rewarding. Transfer of reward value is assessed in this context as transfer of motivation where motivation has both activational and directional functions (Salamone and Correa, 2012) . Activation is related to stimulus-unspecific invigoration of response (i.e., working harder to obtain reward), typically gauged by response rate (Niv et al., 2007) , and direction is related to specific response biases, typically assessed by choices. Generalization of acquired values can diffuse along gradients of similarity (similarity-based stimulus generalization), as well as via more complex relations, such as inferences, associations, or instrumental conditioning (e.g., Pavlovian-to-Intrumental Transfer), as we discuss in more detail below.
Similarity-based stimulus generalization
Generalization of reward conditioning involves the spreading of reward value from one conditioned stimulus (CS+) to another stimulus that has not been paired with reward. Much like for aversive conditioning (e.g. Dunsmoor et al., 2009 Dunsmoor et al., , 2012 Dunsmoor et al., , 2013 Maren et al., 2013) , generalization of reward conditioning may partly rely on physical properties of the stimuli. Conditioned responses (CRs) can extend to stimuli that resemble the CS+ along some basic perceptual dimensions, such as tone pitch, size, or color (Honig and Urcuioli, 1981) , or generalize to stimuli sharing more abstract characteristics, such as belonging to a specific visual category like 'cars' or 'flowers' (Bhatt et al., 1988) .
Ever since Pavlov discovered that dogs conditioned to salivate to a ringing bell would also respond to a ring of a similar pitch (Bouton, 2007; Pavlov, 1927) , generalization of the CR has been studied in various species using transfer tests-i.e., by measuring the response rate to new stimuli resembling previously conditioned stimuli. Results from such experiments can be illustrated by a stimulus generalization gradient which describes the rate at which the CR declines as the stimulus is changed, along some discriminative dimension, from the CS+ to the non-predictive CS− (Bouton, 2007) . Importantly, the shape of the generalization gradient can be In a subsequent test phase, gratings of orientations differing from the two previously presented were shown to the participants with the task to judge whether the grating predicted reward or not. The responses of the participants are illustrated in the generalization response gradient (right side of the panel) which shows that the reward value generalizes over several orientations close to that of the CS+, with a characteristic peak in reward probability estimation occurring to the left of the orientation of actual CS+ and away from the orientation of the actual CS− (i.e., the "peak shift"; Kahnt et al., 2012) . (B) Reward value can generalize via association. During the association phase, participants memorized images of body parts, faces, or scenes (S1) paired with images of fractals (S2). During a subsequent reward phase, half of the fractals were associated with monetary reward (CS+) via Pavlovian conditioning. Finally, in the decision phase of the experiment, participants were asked to judge which of the two presented pictures (both S1 or both S2) was more likely to predict the monetary reward. During this phase, many participants preferred those S1 (S1+) images whose counterpart S2 (S2+) had been paired with reward. This bias correlated with activation in the posterior hippocampus during the reward phase, which in turn was functionally related to activity in the caudate during the same reward phase . (C) Reward value can transfer to a subsequent instrumental task and increase response vigor even when it does not lead to reward. In the first phase of the experiment, participants are reward conditioned to a specific visual background and a sound that signals monetary reward (CS+). Two other background and sound contexts were presented as CS− and a control condition. Next, they were trained to squeeze a grip in order to obtain the same reward. The immediately subsequent third stage, a test for Pavlovian to Instrumental Transfer was conducted in the absence of monetary rewards. All three stimuli sets from phase 1 were shown and the participant was allowed to continue instrumental responding as in phase 2. There were more hand grips when the CS+ background was on the screen as compared to the CS− or neutral background image, demonstrating Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer. (Talmi et al., 2008) . (All figures reproduced with permission.) affected by the learning context. A steeper gradient reflects highly specific discrimination that can result from discrimination training with two stimuli (a CS+ and a CS−; Jenkins and Harrison, 1960) , or from the type of generalization testing procedure adopted (e.g., although generalization gradients could be flat for both CS+ and CS−, extinction may be faster for stimuli more similar to the CS+; Vervliet et al., 2011) .
Generalization of reward conditioning has some distinct properties that are well replicated across experiments and species: (1) physical similarity between stimuli facilitates generalization; (2) generalization is enhanced for dimensions of the stimulus with which the organism has little experience (i.e., novel stimuli); (3) in animals, generalization is largely independent of the type of stimuli or behavioral responses, so that discrimination about food items or arbitrary tokens or even potential mating partners will yield the same results; (4) associating several perceptually different exemplars of stimuli rather than one single exemplar with the same rewarding outcome will lead to broad generalization gradients, while using similar CS+ and CS− produces gradients along the discriminative stimulus dimension that are narrower, reflecting finer discrimination; (5) the 'peak shift', also known as response bias, occurs when training includes both a CS+ and a CS− and refers to the fact that the gradient peak around which CR is maximal is not observed for the discriminative stimulus dimension equal to that of the CS+ but is rather located farther away from the CS−; (6) the 'peak-shift' is reduced with longer testing runs, due to extinction of the conditioned response (Ghirlanda and Enquist, 2003) .
A recent experiment by Kahnt et al. (2012) has demonstrated the 'peak-shift' in human volunteers. Subjects were first trained on Gabor patches of two different orientations, one CS+ and one CS− (e.g. 39 • and 51 • ) in a fully reinforced conditioning procedure (rewarded with 30 and 0 points, respectively). Next, they judged whether gratings with similar orientations to those conditioned would predict reward or not. The behavioral responses (i.e., orientations classified as predicting reward) revealed a shift in the peak of the generalization gradient away from the CS− (for illustration see Fig. 3A ). Importantly, fMRI data acquired simultaneously revealed that the magnitude of ventral striatal activation in response to stimuli that had never been paired with reward correlated with prediction-error (i.e., the difference between the expected and actually received reward), suggesting generalization of value representations from the previously rewarded CS+. Moreover, functional connectivity between the ventral striatum and the hippocampus predicted individual differences in the width of generalization. Because projections from the hippocampus to the ventral striatum can gate dopaminergic activity in the midbrain (Fig. 1; Lisman and Grace, 2005) , the authors suggested that dopamine may control the width of generalization (depicted in pink in Fig. 2B ). Partial support for this thesis comes from studies on the generalization of fear-conditioned response in humans. In healthy controls the gradient of generalization correlated with the magnitude of BOLD response in the VTA while the response in patients with generalized anxiety disorder was indiscriminately high in a generalization test (Cha et al., 2014) , suggesting overgeneralization of fear CR.
As mentioned above, generalization of conditioned aversive and approach responses share some aspects in terms of the associative dimensions along which new information may inherit a conditioned value. However, rewarding and aversive outcomes have different effects on generalization. Wider generalization gradients for aversive information may be critical for survival by allowing the rapid detection of potential threats in the environment (at the expense of more false alarms), while missing potential rewards may not be so costly. Schechtman et al. (2010) directly tested the hypothesis that when both punishment and reward are present, the punishers produce stronger generalization, as measured by wider generalization gradients. Human participants first learned to associate loss or gain of monetary outcomes with two distinct auditory stimuli. In the generalization test, the subjects performed a perceptual classification task on different tones, including the conditioned ones. Classification of the stimulus previously paired with a negative outcome (loss) resulted in wider generalization gradients even when compared to the rewarded stimulus with a reward value twice as large as the loss. Thus, as compared to positively-valenced associations, negatively-valenced associations generalized more to less similar situations. Note that this behavioral strategy corresponds to an 'irrational' choice in this task, because the wider the generalization, the more money participants lost. This result parallels the findings of Kahnt et al. (2012) , where in a modified reinforcement learning model that included a generalization parameter, the gradient of the negative prediction error adjustment (in case of no reward when one was expected) was wider than that of a positive prediction error.
Generalization based on association or acquired equivalence
Unlike similarity-based stimulus generalization tasks, in which generalization spreads along relevant sensory dimensions of the CS+, incentive salience transfer may diffuse across physically different stimuli that are linked through direct association or via a common stimulus or outcome.
Transfer of learned value to stimuli that have a relational representation in memory has been studied using sensory preconditioning (Hall, 1996) . Sensory preconditioning involves three phases: (1) pairing of stimuli (e.g. by presenting the two stimuli in close temporal proximity, or by pairing them with the same outcome), (2) conditioning of one member of the pair, and (3) testing the response to both the conditioned stimulus and the stimulus initially paired with the conditioned stimulus (Fig. 3B ). Sensory preconditioning can reliably endow the paired stimulus with the ability to elicit a similar response as the conditioned stimulus, even though it has never been directly associated with a reward outcome. Phases 1 and 2 in the sensory preconditioning procedure can also be swapped and yield a similar transfer of conditioned response, a procedure called backward or second-order conditioning. have studied the neural bases of stimulus preconditioning in humans. In the first phase of the experiment, 6 neutral stimuli (body parts, faces, scenes, 2 of each category) designated as S1, and 6 abstract patterns designated as S2, were presented in temporal succession, so as to create incidental associations between elements of 6 S1-S2 pairs. Next, in a Pavlovian conditioning procedure, half of the abstract patterns were followed by monetary reward (3 different CS+ previously paired with a scene, a face and a body part) or nothing (3 remaining cues as CS−). During a behavioral decision phase, participants were asked to choose between two stimuli (two S1 or two S2) for a possible monetary win. While participants tended to choose the S2+ items over the S2− items, supporting successful reward learning, a bias to choose the S1+ over the S1− items varied markedly across participants and was not accompanied by conscious memory of the association. A decision bias was thus operationalized as the tendency to choose S1+ over S1− stimuli (see Fig. 3B ). The fMRI data revealed that the magnitude of this bias correlated with the level of reactivation in selective visual regions coding for the distinct S1 during the reward phase, when the S2 stimuli (but no S1 stimulus) were presented, thus demonstrating that the transfer of reward value relied on the preestablished S1-S2 associations. Moreover, the activation in the caudate correlated with that of the hippocampus as a function of the behavioral decision bias (orange in Fig. 2B) , suggesting that the functional connectivity between the caudate and the hippocampus may, at least partly, mediate value-based decision bias.
Generalization may also be achieved by pairing two stimuli with the same outcome or by presenting each with a common accompanying feature, a procedure known as 'acquired equivalence'. In acquired equivalence paradigms, dissimilar stimuli (S1 and S2) will be treated similarly if they predict the same outcome, so that any pairing of S1 with a new outcome will transfer to S2. In an acquired equivalence task, participants are thus trained implicitly via trial and error or via explicit associative training to memorize a set of overlapping relationships . Another experiment by demonstrated that generalization through acquired equivalence can also influence decisions in humans. The researchers used a probabilistic reinforcement learning variant of the acquired equivalence task where participants learned the reward value of one of four faces by choosing one at a time. The faces formed two pairs within which the faces predicted monetary reward that participants accumulated across the trials with equal probability. On a given trial the outcome was displayed only for one chosen face. Participants were not explicitly aware of the underlying reward probability structure. The behavioral choices in terms of reward prediction error from trial to trial were modeled on two reinforcement learning models-one that updates the value of the partner face image as the value of the other (probability-equivalent) face is learned, and one which is blind to the task's correlational structure. The former model turned out to fit the behavior with superior accuracy. A specific regressor that accounted for the difference between the two models-i.e., the additional explanatory power of the generalization of learned value from one face to its partner face correlated with the BOLD response in a cluster centered on the ventral striatum. In addition, this area was functionally connected with the hippocampus, suggesting that the hippocampus supports generalization between option values that are learned over time by trial and error (in red, Fig. 2B ).
Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer (PIT)
Reward-value memory and associated energizing effects of reward motivation may linger and transfer to other tasks producing, for instance, speeded responding to previously rewarded items in a non-rewarded task that immediately follows a reward learning procedure (Madan et al., 2012) . According to Berridge's notion of incentive salience, the reward-conditioned cue can prime further consumption by associative spread of incentive salience among linked representations, so that it is difficult to stop at just one small treat (Berridge, 2012) . Importantly, incentive salience is generated anew each time the CS+ is perceived, and depends on the current state of the organism (hunger, thirst, etc.), as well as on mesolimbic dopamine levels (Berridge, 2007) . Such a spread of incentive salience may be induced by a procedure called Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer (PIT). It describes the capacity of an appetitive pavlovian stimulus (CS+) to elicit or increase the vigor of an ongoing behavior in an instrumental conditioning procedure. Two main types of PIT have been distinguished: general and specific (Balleine and Killcross, 2006; Holmes et al., 2010) . In general PIT, the CS+ enhances any appetitive instrumental response, even when the instrumental response is associated with a different outcome, whereas in specific PIT, the CS+ associated with a certain outcome only enhances an instrumental response associated with the same outcome (Fig. 3C) . Specific PIT can be interpreted as activation of the learned behavioral sequence associated with the outcome predicted by the presented CS+ (the behavioral chaining account, Holmes et al., 2010; Van den Bos et al., 2004) . General PIT can be thought of as an expression of the transfer of incentive salience and the associated energy expenditure to obtain reward, from the CS+ to the ongoing behavior (Berridge, 2007; Holmes et al., 2010) , which is accompanied by a change in the motivational state (Holland and Gallagher, 2003) .
A first neuroimaging study to provide behavioral and neural evidence for human PIT was reported by Talmi et al. (2008) . Participants first learned the relationship between a certain visual background presented together with a specific sound (CS+) that revealed a coin (monetary reward) after a button press, then another visual-auditory stimulus which always failed to deliver a reward (CS−), and a baseline stimulus associated with no reward opportunity (Fig. 3C ). Next, in the instrumental phase, the subjects practiced squeezing a hand grip with maximum force which, if done within two specific time windows (unknown to the participant) within a 12s-long block, delivered the monetary reward. This phase was presented on a different, uniform visual background and the image of a coin symbolizing reward was accompanied by the sound of a waterfall. The transfer test followed, in which the Pavlovian CS+, CS− and the baseline cue replaced the instrumental visual background, and the auditory stimuli from the conditioning phase were superimposed on the waterfall sound used in the instrumental phase. Instrumental response (number of hand grip squeezes over 50% of participants' maximal force) was significantly higher in the presence of the CS+ than of the other stimuli, and this effect subsided with time, demonstrating extinction. The fMRI results showed that PIT in humans implicated brain areas analogous to those reported in rodents, namely the NAc and the amygdala (in yellow, Fig. 2B ), and that BOLD signal in these areas correlated positively with the instrumental response. In addition, PIT was stronger in participants who seemed to be aware of their increased vigor of response when the CS+ was present on the screen, which indicates that awareness of the manipulation may be an influential aspect of conditioning studies in humans. It is worth noting that, in this experiment, pavlovian and instrumental outcomes were the same so that both specific and general mechanisms may have contributed to the observed PIT effect.
When reward motivation enhances declarative memory

Incidental learning during state of reward motivation
As detailed in the previous section, reward transfer can boost non-declarative memory formation. There is some evidence that such generalization processes may also influence declarative memory. A study by Wittmann et al. (2011) showed that when the semantic category of a word predicted reward, the memory for these reward-predicting words was increased. But when a perceptual aspect of the word (font color) was the reward predictor, the memory for word identity was no better in the rewarded than in the non-rewarded condition. This suggests that although announcement of reward in itself may increase learning of rewardpredicting stimuli, declarative memory enhancement may more selectively affect the reward-predicting dimensions of the stimulus, perhaps depending on the required depth of processing. On the other hand, some studies suggest that during reward anticipation, encoding may be enhanced not only for reward-relevant cues and all information related to the prediction of reward, but also for unexpected events irrelevant to it. For example, Murty and Adcock (2014) showed that in highly-rewarded trial blocks but not in low-rewarded ones, the presentation of a non-target oddball image while anticipating the appearance of the target image resulted in above-chance memory for these oddballs in an immediate recognition memory test (Fig. 4A) . Furthermore, the fMRI data revealed that during high-reward blocks, the left hippocampus was more active in response to the oddballs (referred to as expectancy violations) than during low-reward blocks. Moreover, on a trialby-trial basis, the magnitude of VTA activation during reward cue presentation positively correlated with later hippocampal response to the oddball presentation. The authors interpreted their finding Fig. 4 . Reward value transfer: enhancement of declarative memory. (A) Expectancy violation task with rewarded blocks illustrates the penumbra hypothesis: in a series of identical color images, the participants awaited a grayscale target image the response to which was rewarded with the previously cued amount. The oddball pictures that appeared in high reward anticipation trials were remembered better, as revealed in a recognition memory task administered at the end of the experiment (Murty and Adcock, 2014) . (B) Two phases of an associative inference paradigm. Participants first learned a series of face-scene associations based on feedback (which can act as an internal reward signal, see Section 2). There were three learning event types in which the individual associations shared overlapping features, with two faces associated with a common scene, and one of those faces also associated with a second scene. In a subsequent test phase, participants were asked to respond to untrained face-scene associations.
No feedback was provided. The test revealed that new (untrained) associations had been formed during learning due to integrative encoding triggered by the overlapping features across individual trained associations. (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) . (C) This subsequent associative learning paradigm can induce retroactive interference whereby AC pairs (Interference) overwrite a previously learned AB association (Encoding). When AB had been paired with high reward, activation in the hippocampus as well as reward-related areas (vmPFC and ventral striatum) during AC encoding correlated with the strength of the subsequently tested AB memory (i.e. its protection from forgetting due to interference), an effect that may involve the reactivation and consolidation of the initially rewarded AB pair (Kuhl et al., 2010) . All figures reproduced with permission.
as an effect of reward on salience processing by the hippocampus, enacted directly via hippocampal-VTA interactions (Lisman and Grace, 2005; Lisman et al., 2011) (Fig. 1) or, as indicated by the results of their connectivity analysis, via cortical regions, including the prefrontal cortex and visual cortices, to which the VTA also projects (Murty and Adcock, 2014 in dark blue, Fig. 2A ).
According to the penumbra hypothesis of dopamine action on the MTL structures (Lisman et al., 2011; see Section 2.3) , the release of dopamine enhances hippocampus-dependent memory formation (and later transformation) for all events encoded (or retrieved) during the time window of its availability at the hippocampal synapses (up to 30 min in the rat, Bethus et al., 2010) . Therefore, presentation of a reward (or a novel stimulus) may affect events occurring several seconds to minutes afterward, during the time when the evoked dopaminergic input from the VTA reaches the hippocampus. Gruber et al., 2014 , (using a paradigm similar to Kang et al., 2009 found that a state of high curiosity (i.e., a state of intrinsic reward motivation) was associated with NAc and VTA activation and led to better free recall memory for trivia questions the participants were curious about, 1h after the encoding. Furthermore, this experiment directly tested the penumbra hypothesis by showing participants faces during the answer anticipation period. Incidental encoding of the faces tested immediately after the experiment revealed strong individual differences, whereby activity in the VTA and VTA-HPC connectivity correlated with the memory advantage. Moreover, face recognition displayed some advantage for faces encoded during a state of high curiosity when tested one day later. These results suggest that dopaminergic activity modulates peri-encoding processes and enhances memory formation for both reward-related and incidentally perceived information.
Also consistent with the penumbra hypothesis, Fenker et al. (Exp. 2, 2008) demonstrated that exploring novel natural scene photographs for 10-min as opposed to exploration of familiar scenes prior to encoding of a list of words, enhanced subsequent free recall of the words. The effect was observed in a test several minutes after encoding, even though the participants were presented with familiar scenes immediately after the novelty exploration in order to equalize the level of arousal at testing between the two groups. Furthermore, free recall performance correlated with parahippocampal and prefrontal activation in the novelty-context group only, while SN/VTA activation during scene viewing (novel/familiar vs. fixation) correlated with later free recall of studied words in both groups. In a second related experiment, Fenker et al. (Exp. 1, 2008) found that the novelty intervention (viewing novel pictures) also improved recognition memory of subsequently studied words, both at immediate and delayed (24h) testing. This provided first evidence that the effect of noveltyinduced dopamine release outlasts the evoking event and spreads to nonselectively facilitate encoding even 15-30 min later (see also Schomaker and Meeter, 2015 for a review of effects of novelty on memory and cognition). Taken together, these studies suggest that stimuli or features presented concurrently with the reward-predicting cues are remembered better especially if goalrelevant, while the general state of reward motivation may enhance encoding of those stimuli or features, whether goal-relevant or not.
Additional support for the role of increased reward motivation on memory comes from an experiment by Mather and Schoeke (2011) , in which a potential reward was signaled and followed by a cartoon image that required a speeded motor response in order to win the trial. On an immediate free recall test, those images were better remembered for which the reward was actually won (delivered), suggesting that reward delivery rather than the mere anticipation of a reward may enhance memory consolidation for predictive cues, particularly when performance uncertainty is involved. In addition, memory enhancement was observed for images appearing up to two trials after the winning trial. This observation adds to other evidence demonstrating that positive feedback during learning may act as an internal reinforcer, instilling a sense of intrinsic reward motivation (subjective achievement) which improves learning on the current and subsequent trials. This is true for declarative (Mather and Schoeke, 2011) and procedural (Wächter et al., 2009 ) memory, as well as in perceptual learning (Seitz and Watanabe, 2005) , where even performanceunrelated (i.e., fake) feedback produces such results (Shibata et al., 2009 ).
Reward-related effects on (peri-encoding) memory integration
Memory integration into schemas pinpoints the particular interaction between not only the hippocampus and the VTA, as reported in previous sections, but also the prefrontal cortex. In particular, the ventro-medial part of the prefrontal cortex (vmPFC, mPFC in rodents) in humans has been associated with at least two specific functions which may contribute to the effects of reward motivation on memory integration. First, as a recipient of dopaminergic projections from motivational value-coding neurons in the ventromedial SNpc, it is driven by value or salience (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010b) and is involved in guiding decisions based on value comparison (De Martino et al., 2013) . BOLD signal in the vmPFC in tasks involving choice selection reflects the benefit of the action taken as well as the opportunity cost of the unchosen option (Rushworth et al., 2011) . Second, human vmPFC is implicated in the use of schemas during encoding and peri-encoding consolidation. For example, Van Kesteren et al. (2010) observed that enhanced vmPFC -hippocampus connectivity facilitated the encoding of new information when there was no prior schema, while prior knowledge about an event reduced hippocampal -vmPFC connectivity. A related putative role of vmPFC in human hippocampal memory processes is that of resolving conflict during accommodation of new memories into existing memory schemas, as well as in retrieval of memories already incorporated into a schema (Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013) . For instance, Kumaran et al. (2009) observed that co-activation in the vmPFC and the hippocampus correlated with the probability of performance success in a task requiring the extraction of patterns underlying the abstract structure of a weather-prediction learning task. Functional correlation between the hippocampus and vmPFC was also observed in the generalization of the learned complex abstract rule to a set of novel stimuli. These and other data focusing on memory schemas offer new insight into the potential role of dopamine in memory integration. However, future studies are needed that would specifically target the implication of the dopaminergic reward system by using dedicated behavioral and fMRI designs, or pharmacological and molecular imaging approaches (Takahashi et al., 2012) .
Generalization of memory may involve the recombination of encoded associations. This type of generalization is observed in associative inference tasks, in which participants are typically exposed to pairs of stimuli with different reward contingencies, and are expected to infer a relationship among them (Fig. 4B) . For example, participants are rewarded for choosing A in a pair of stimuli containing A and B presented together (A+, B−), and for choosing B in a pair containing stimuli B and C (B+, C−). Stimuli A and C are then presented together, thus representing a new, never seen stimulus pair, and the participants are expected to infer that A is the correct choice. Shohamy and Wagner (2008) demonstrated that the process of inference is supported by a cooperative interaction between the hippocampus and the VTA. Specifically, the fMRI results showed that better generalization was preceded by a greater increase in hippocampal and midbrain activation between early and late learning of the reward contingencies. This study thus suggests that the hippocampal-VTA loop may facilitate crossitem integration during encoding, in addition to enhancing episodic memory for novel events (Lisman and Grace, 2005) . Namely, hippocampal-VTA interactions would facilitate rapid retrieval during encoding leading to cross-item integration, or what has been referred to as peri-encoding consolidation (Cohen et al., 2014) . This role of the dopaminergic projections to the hippocampus likely has little to do with hedonic aspects of reward. Indeed, in Shohamy & Wagner's study, the subjects were equally compensated for their participation irrespective of performance and did not receive feedback about the correctness of their choices in the test phase.
The associative inference paradigm and this particular study illustrate well the implied role of dopamine as the link between anticipatory reward motivation and memory formation processes. While dopamine levels modulate trial-and-error learning from positive feedback (in this case, during the initial training phase), they may also explain the observed performance differences in a related transitive inference task . have even interpreted this task as essentially an implicit-memory task relying on the basal ganglia rather than the MTL memory system. Some evidence, however, suggests that the activation of the hippocampus in this task scales with the degree of relational processing necessary for inference judgments, with less activation for more relationally distant items (Zalesak and Heckers, 2009 ). Yet another study showed that hippocampus and caudate interact cooperatively to facilitate successful inference (Moses et al., 2010) . Since the involvement of dopaminergic pathways is strongly implicated in this task, an unanswered question that remains is whether increasing dopamine levels in healthy participants by means of reward, novelty or curiosity, or pharmacological manipulation, could facilitate inference.
Reward motivation transfer in recollection and memory transformation
Recent theories on reconsolidation propose that long-term memory formation implicates memory recollection, because the hippocampus links encoded information to reactivated memories in a continuous cycle of retrieval and learning (Alberini, 2011; Forcato et al., 2007; McKenzie and Eichenbaum, 2011; Stickgold and Walker, 2013) . In this context, the circuits modulated by new learning are the ones that are activated by the reminder of a remembered (e.g. semantically) similar event (McKenzie and Eichenbaum, 2011) . If reward enhances memory consolidation (see Sections 2.3 and Box 2), one ensuing question is whether reward-associated memories interplay with new learning differently from neutral memories. For example, does recollection of a reward memory bring about the release of dopamine and facilitate new memory consolidation ? Or is the reward memory so resistant to forgetting that it actually impairs memory updating?
In a behavioral experiment, Madan et al. (2012) have demonstrated that after a reward conditioning procedure, rewardassociated items are more readily recalled in a non-rewarded task involving word judgment than non-rewarded words. Critically, they also found that the memory of the reward value attached to the conditioned words later interfered with new learning, when participants were given lists of 9 words followed by a distractor task and immediate free recall. In the recall phase, highly rewarded words produced the highest number of intrusions defined as a failure of contextual discrimination, i.e., recall of items that have previously been studied but did not come from the immediately preceding word list. The authors suggested that this may be evidence for reward value impairing contextual binding and proposed a valuebased interference hypothesis according to which learned value may impair some facets of memory (such as in this case, contextual binding). This result would suggest that a reward-value memory generalization may have a negative effect on source memory information in later learning.
However, Kuhl et al. (2010) found that although older rewarded memories are remembered better than newer ones, reward level did not modulate resistance to retroactive interference. In this neuroimaging experiment, the participants studied pairs of cues with associates (AB), the memory of which was subsequently tested in a retrieval run, and followed by another encoding run presenting a part of the initially used stimuli as repeated cues with novel associates (AC). Such a manipulation produces retroactive interference leading to the deterioration of memory for the original AB pair (Fig. 4C) . In the variant used by Kuhl et al. (2010) , initial AB pairs were rewarded with either high or low monetary compensation announced by a cue presented before each pair. This reward manipulation on the first pair to be learned resulted in memory enhancement for the highly rewarded AB pairs (in a posttest outside the scanner), but reward did not affect the degree of interference due to later AC learning (in immediate post-encoding tests). Importantly, activity in reward-responsive regions -the ventral striatum and vmPFC -during AC encoding was predictive of later memory for the AB pair. This positive correlation was significant for high-reward pairs only. Moreover, the magnitude of the subsequent memory effect in the hippocampus and the ventral striatum were positively correlated. The authors concluded that hippocampal pattern completion processes reactivated the previously encoded AB pairs and their associated reward context during AC encoding, and that this reactivation protected the AB memories against forgetting due to interference. In addition, higher hippocampal BOLD response during AC learning was associated with lower retroactive interference in the subsequent test. Although the behavioral results in this study showed that highly rewarded pairs did not interfere with new learning more than low rewarded ones, one may want to ask what would happen if a longer delay is used (including a night of sleep, see Box 2) between early reward learning and new associative learning. Is it possible that previous reward association would lead to reduced or no interference, while at the same time making the learning of new partially overlapping relations easier? A better understanding of effects of prior reward associations on future learning awaits future investigation.
Discussion
Traditionally, memory processes in the medial temporal lobe (Eichenbaum, 2004; Squire and Wixted, 2011) and processes in the striatum (Frank and Claus, 2006) have been hypothesized to work rather independently from each other, leading to the division of their functions into, respectively, declarative and nondeclarative memory. The data reviewed above suggest instead that both systems have strong interactions and may mediate memory generalization processes (Delgado and Dickerson, 2012; Packard and Goodman, 2012; Poldrack and Foerde, 2008; Sadeh et al., 2011) . The data support the view that the hippocampal interactions with the VTA and vmPFC are mandated for declarative memory enhancements, while the hippocampal-striatal (NAc and caudate) interaction is observed when reward value transfer results in nondeclarative effects.
Additionally, more complex, competitive mechanisms may be at work between the MTL and the striatum-based memory systems. It has been found that, in a probabilistic reward learning task, later memory for cue identity (cartoon picture) negatively affected the learning of the reward predictive property based on cue-frame color (Wimmer et al., 2014) . Hippocampal-striatal connectivity was higher on those subsequently remembered trials.
Therefore, since on a trial-by-trial basis, better memory is associated with worse reward-based updating, it is possible that in such a setting episodic encoding may compete with reinforcement learning or that the two tasks compete for limited working memory resources.
The distinction between circumstances in which reward value generalization promotes selective enhancement in explicit memory and in which it results in implicit biases and effects on motor or habitual responses, is not quite clear. Studies on the interactions between the two memory systems in humans suggest that increased functional connectivity between the prefrontal cortex and the striatum are a hallmark of the emergence of explicit knowledge (Rose et al., 2010) , while others stipulate that implicit memory may simply be viewed as sub-threshold activation of the same neural circuit as in explicit declarative memory (i.e., the MTL) (Johnson et al., 2009) .
Conclusion
This review brings together data from recent research on the memory-enhancing effects of reward and on different forms of transfer of learned reward values in humans. First, we show that the influence of reward on memory critically depends on dopamine and outlasts the mere event that elicits dopaminergic activity, leading to enhancement of memory formation and energization of instrumental behavior. Rewarding cues or feedback elicit this effect even without awareness or subject's intention. As a result, positive feedback stimulates learning seconds after the learning episode has been presented, while novelty exploration may induce a memorystimulating neuromodulatory state that can last at least several minutes. Reward-value transfer in memory (discussed in Section 3) raises the exciting question of whether reward value generalizes from items specifically paired with reward to those only potentially predicting reward (based on perceptual or semantic similarity, or some other relations).
Second, the above-reviewed neuroimaging studies in humans suggest that temporally-correlated activity in the hippocampus and in regions of the dopaminergic circuit (striatum, VTA) may foster the generalization of reward value from learned associations. The functional connectivity between the reward circuit and the hippocampus may come to play a more general role in learning and especially in transferring learned value to new decisions. Future research ought to distinguish whether the observed activation is related to reward-anticipation or rather a more general learning function that drives generalization of value (Box 2). Could other events triggering dopamine release, such as for example listening to favorite passages in a musical record (Salimpoor et al., 2011) , produce a state that favors memory formation?
Although anticipatory-reward motivation does not equal dopamine release, our intention here was to bring together the literature on reinforcement learning and associative memory formation because some commonalities appear to be involved. This brings us to the hypothesis that dopamine may code for an "episodic" prediction error because the hippocampus and midbrain dopamine neurons not only respond to violations in reward expectation but also to deviations in the content of an experience, such as signaling the occurrence of a novel and unexpected event, or the nonoccurrence of an expected one (Lisman and Grace, 2005; Wimmer and Shohamy, 2011) .
We furthermore noted that the motivating effect of reward also partly depends on personality traits, preferences as well as physiological state (Section 2.4). Paralleling rodent studies, human research still needs to clarify whether and how individual differences in dopamine receptor expression, trait novelty-seeking or other correlates of dopamine sensitivity contribute to performance not only on extrinsically-rewarded tasks but also on associative inference and other generalization tasks. It is also important to test whether performance on such tasks can be influenced by extrinsic triggers of dopaminergic activity (such as monetary reward, positive social feedback, surprise, funny images, or pharmacological manipulation). The case of extrinsic reward is of special interest as it may also produce loss-avoidance behavior and anxiety. As a result, and paradoxically, extrinsic reward may hinder learning in some cases, while facilitating it in others.
It seems particularly relevant for research in education to determine how to optimize extrinsic reward such that it maximizes memory benefits while respecting individual sensitivity to reward and punishment. As some experiments in US-based primary and secondary schools show, simply paying students for good grades is not a wise recommendation (Flannery, 2011) , indicating that to foster learning the reward structure needs to be more varied and complex. Much may be learned from how the video game industry uses extrinsic rewards to captivate the players, and insure at least the kind of time on task that is a pre-requisite of any learning (Howard-Jones et al., 2011) . In the future, projects investigating whether and how novelty exploration, emotional arousal or extrinsic reward may boost long-term memory formation, especially for material that does not inspire curiosity or intrinsic motivation, could help translate the present body of neuroscientific knowledge to practical applications. A first animal demonstration showed that novelty exploration indeed can facilitate consolidation in subsequent declarative memory formation and lead to improved recall 24 h later (Salvetti et al., 2014) . Similar effects of novelty exploration in humans, have so far been reported for immediate memory tests (Fenker et al., 2008; Schomaker et al., 2014) . Also in this domain, there is preliminary evidence that transfer in training of some skills may depend on individual differences in prefrontal dopamine availability. Playing a first-person shooter video game every day for 3 weeks improved cognitive flexibility in individuals with the Val/Val variant of the COMT gene (i.e. lower prefrontal dopamine, cf. Section 2.4) to a greater extent than in those with the Met/-polymorphism (Colzato et al., 2013) . This emphasizes the need in future studies to take into account the role of individual differences in explaining the relationship between training and transfer, as the same intervention may not be of equal benefit to all.
